Endoscopic Ultrasound : A New Hope for Patients
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Introduction:
Endoscopic Ultrasound (EUS) combines endoscopy and ultrasound to obtain images and information about the digestive tract and the surrounding tissues and organs. It uses an endoscope with an ultrasound probe at the tip. Endoscopy visualizes the digestive tract whereas ultrasound produces images that are near the digestive tract such as liver, gallbladder, pancreas, aorta etc. It facilitates precise imaging of the gut layers as well as extraluminal structures. In 1980, since the development of endoscopic ultrasound, many symposia and studies have evaluated the application of the EUS technique in clinical practice.1-9

In Bangladesh for a population of 160 million where pancreatic ailment occupy a major portion of GI disease there is only one EUS at Dhaka medical college. Along with trained personnel the number of instrument must be increased to help those ailing population. Though EUS can never replace gastroscope for routine endoscopic procedure but it is emerging as the most important interventional advancement in near future. This review outlines the diagnostic and therapeutic applications and limitations of EUS along with comparisons to conventional imaging procedures.

Equipment
Echoendoscopes are designed using either a radial or curvilinear array system. It is a modified endoscope, having both optical video views as well as ultrasound image capability. Acoustic coupling with the mucosa is achieved by using a probe with water-filled balloon at its tip (Fig 1).

Radial Echoendoscope
Radial echoendoscopes consists of a rotating ultrasound transducer situated distal to an oblique-viewing lens at the tip of the endoscope. The images obtained are cross-sectional (360°) in nature, like ‘slices’ obtained via CT scan (Fig 2). They are also provided with Doppler capabilities.
**Linear Echoendoscope**

Linear echoendoscope is oriented in the same plane as the scope shaft with the field of view ranging between 120° to 180° and accessory channel. It has the capability to perform fine needle aspiration using the accessory channel (Fig 3). As the needle passes in the same axis as the ultrasound beam, it is visible entirely when passed into the targeted lesion. Forward viewing linear (FVL) array echoendoscope provide vision like gastrosopes.

**Needles**

FNA needles for EUS applications range in size from 25G to 19G. Larger needles may increase trauma and result in a more bloody sample but are required for therapeutic EUS procedures where guidewires must be passed through the needle. Needles may have beveled or ball-tips and contain stylets. Suction may be applied to aid in aspiration of fluid or tissue (Fig 4). An EUS nylon cytologic brush is useful in sampling pancreatic lesions, where needle aspirates are acellular.¹⁰

For the evaluation of submucosal lesions and lymphomas 19G Trucut biopsy needles are more accurate than EUS-FNA needles.¹¹ These devices can not function well when the echoendoscope is angulated, particularly in the second part of the duodenum.¹²
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**Fig.-1:** Endoscopic ultrasound with water-filled balloon at the tip

**Fig.-2:** The radial scope scans at an axis perpendicular to the shaft

**Fig.-3:** The linear echoendoscope with needles inserted through the accessory channel are visualised by the ultrasound beam
Indications for EUS: They are diagnostic and therapeutic or interventional

**Diagnostic uses of EUS:**
- Evaluating pancreatic disease
- Studying bile duct abnormalities
- Diagnosis of various cancers
- Staging of gastrointestinal and lung cancers
- Determining prognosis of cancer
- Differentiation of tumors of the GIT
- Studying sphincters of rectum and anal canal
- Evaluation of GIST
- Studying the flow of blood
- Diagnostic aid when other tests are inconclusive

Therapeutic or Interventional Uses of EUS:
- Injection therapy and
- Drainage procedures of structures adjacent to GI lumen are facilitated with great accuracy by stent placement.

**Procedures**

**Diagnostic EUS Procedure**
The procedure is a highly specialized technique that is performed by a gastroenterologist (medical or surgical) with specialized training. For the patient, the procedure is almost identical to the normal endoscopic procedure unless ultrasound-guided biopsy of deeper structures is performed. It is performed on an outpatient basis with the patient under anesthesia as it may cause mild to moderate discomfort hence they are not able to return to work or to drive for 24 hours. The echoendoscope is passed through the mouth until the tip reaches the targeted region. If the lesion of interest lies within the gut wall, water can be instilled into the gut lumen so that high quality images can be obtained using water as a conductive medium.

Heart, pleura, spine, vascular structures and posterior mediastinal lymph nodes are visualised through the oesophageal wall (Fig 5). Through the gastric wall, body and tail of the pancreas, spleen, splenic vessels, celiac trunk, retroperitoneal lymph nodes, left adrenal gland and left lobe of the liver is viewed. Pancreatic head, pancreatic duct, common bile duct, portal vein are viewed from the proximal duodenum (Fig 6). Through second part of duodenum, ampulla, uncinate process of pancreas, superior mesenteric vessels can be visualized.
Interventional EUS Procedure

The patients are placed in left lateral decubitus position. A linear echoendoscope is used to evaluate the mediastinal and abdominal lesions. After the lesion is identified, color flow and Doppler sonography are performed to choose a vessel free needle tract. Usually 22-25 gauge needle equipped with a stylet tightly fitting the needle is used to minimize contamination by the intervening GI mucosa. The catheter that contains the needle is then inserted through the working channel of the endoscope. When the tip of the catheter is visualized, the needle is advanced from the catheter sheath, through the wall of the bowel into the target lesion under ultrasound guidance. The stylet is removed when needle is within the target lesion and aspiration biopsy is performed by moving the needle back and forth for 2-3 passes with several strokes. The needle is then retracted. If additional passes are needed, the stylet is reinserted into the needle and the steps are repeated. This procedure is stopped after confirmation of adequacy of the material obtained. The presence of an cytopathologist to give instant feedback regarding specimen quality improves diagnostic certainty.

Diagnosis of pancreatic diseases like chronic pancreatitis, pancreatic duct abnormalities and stones can be accurately diagnosed by EUS. The technique is highly sensitive for detection of pancreatic cancer (90-95% sensitivity). The sensitivity and specificity of EUS and EUS-FNA for the diagnosis of pancreatic tumors is 85% and 98% respectively. Autoimmune pancreatitis has characteristic appearances and use of EUS-FNA increases the diagnostic yield.

EUS is superior to CT, MRI and somatostatin receptor scintigraphy in the localisation of pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors, which are often <1 cm. It is also superior to CT, MRI and transabdominal USG for the staging of peripancreatic carcinomas. Differentiation between the pancreatic cystic tumors (benign, malignant or potentially malignant) using conventional imaging is difficult. EUS can be considered complementary for distinguishing such lesions. US-FNA sampling of cystic fluid distinguishes mucinous from non-mucinous cysts with high specificity by measurement of cyst fluid CEA levels but does not predict malignancy. However, when ERCP does not visualize a part of the pancreatic duct or common bile duct, this area is usually seen well on EUS. It detects vascular involvement by pancreatic tumors better than angiography. Preoperative endoscopic ultrasound with fine needle tattooing can localize 100% of insulinomas.

Studying bile duct abnormalities like stricture or dilatation, stones in the bile duct or gallbladder, tumors of bile duct, gallbladder or liver. A cost-benefit analysis found EUS to be of greatest value for doubtful choledocholithiasis having a sensitivity between 89–94% and a specificity of 94%. However, ERCP remains preferable for patients whose probability of choledocholithiasis is high (>55%) because of therapeutic advantage.

Diagnosis of cancer is often best done by EUS. Cancers located in the esophageal wall, gastric wall, mediastinum, bile ducts and pancreas can be accurately characterized in depth by it. EUS can be done to confirm the presence of cancer cells.

Staging of gastrointestinal cancers include cancers of the esophagus, stomach, pancreas, bile ducts and rectum. EUS helps in determining the extent of these tumors (staging). According to the TNM classification depth of invasion (T), presence of locoregional lymph nodes (N) and presence of distant metastases (M) are important. EUS imaging is beneficial in locoregional T and N staging, providing an accuracy of approximately 85% in GI luminal cancers. Often lymph nodes in the involved area may be sampled with FNA to diagnose lymph node involvement. Regarding cost involvement, advances such as contrast enhanced endoscopic ultrasound (CE-EUS) and real time elastography show potential to improve the accuracy for the differential diagnosis of benign and malignant lymph nodes. Complementary to size criteria, CEUS could also be used to evaluate response of tumor angiogenesis to anti-angiogenic therapies in the assessment of treatment response.

Staging of lung cancer by EUS-FNA is >90% accurate in nodal staging of non small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), being more sensitive than CT and more specific than PET. This also has efficacy in assessing tumor stage, taking biopsy of tumor adjacent the oesophagus and assessment of metastatic disease in the left lobe of the liver and left adrenal gland. EUS-FNA reduces the need for mediastinoscopy or thoracotomy by up to 50%.
The prognosis of a cancer is related to the stage of the cancer at the time of detection. The impact of EUS-FNA is significant in changing the management of patients with GI, pancreatic and pulmonary malignancy often resulting in the avoidance of unnecessary interventions or surgery.\textsuperscript{35,36,37}

Differentiation and screening for tumors of malignant from benign origin of gastrointestinal tract (pancreatic, esophageal and gastric) can be done by EUS.

Studying the muscles of the lower rectum and anal canal in evaluating reasons for fecal incontinence and tracing perianal fistulous tracts can be done by EUS.

GIST or ‘submucosal lesions’ are encountered during routine endoscopy often, mucosal biopsies of which are non-diagnostic. EUS determines the layer of origin and detects characteristic appearances (Fig7, 8) of cysts, lipomas, leiomyomas and stromal tumors. EUS-FNA of such lesions has a diagnostic yield of up to 91\%.\textsuperscript{38}

Studying the flow of blood can be done by using Doppler ultrasound.

**EUS guided injection therapy**

Injection of bupivacaine for Coeliac plexus block and neurolysis with absolute alcohol attains durable analgesia in up to 91\% of patients with pancreatic cancer.\textsuperscript{39} A linear echoendoscope is directed towards the coeliac ganglia at the origin of the coeliac trunk with a 22-19G FNA or CP needle. EUS technique is safer than the CT guided percutaneous approach.\textsuperscript{40} The
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**Fig.-7:** The five layers of the gastric wall at EUS, from outer to inner: A is serosa(white), B and D are two muscle (black) layers, C the third layer (white) is submucosa, E is the mucosa(white)

**Fig.-8:** Hypertrophic pyloric stenosis in a patient of 67 years with GOO showing thickening of muscle layers later relieved by balloon dilatation.
procedure is less efficacious in chronic pancreatitis. Corticosteroids (triamcinolone) reduced pain scores beyond 12 weeks in 26% of these subjects.41

The poor prognosis of pancreatic cancer has prompted the use of EUS for intratumoral injection of chemotherapeutic agents.42 EUS guided fine needle injection (FNI) of adenoviral vectors targeting tumor cells has been described.43,44 Combination of ethanol lavage and paclitaxel injection was safe and effective in ablating the epithelial lining of cystic tumors of the pancreas.45 In future, by directly injecting malignant tumors with chemotherapeutic agents from inside the body will particularly benefit patients with pancreatic, esophageal and rectal cancer.

**EUS guided drainage procedures**

Surgical and percutaneous approaches to necrosectomy drainage of pancreatic pseudocyst are associated with significant morbidity and mortality.46 EUS-guided stenting and drainage of pancreatic pseudocyst is minimally invasive and does not result in cutaneous fistulae. It is performed by transgastric or transduodenal puncture under EUS guidance, followed by a cystogastrostomy or cystoenterostomy by insertion of stents (Fig 9, 10). The procedure was successful in 94% of cases with no mortality in one series of 51 patients.47 Similar techniques have been reported for the drainage of mediastinal hepatic splenic subphrenic and pelvic abscesses. EUS-guided transmural cholecystoenterostomy has been described in patients who are at high risk for surgical intervention.53,54 In failed ERCP cases, EACP (endoscopic anterograde cholangio pancreatography) can be done using the curved linear array echoendoscope. It involves ‘anterograde’ in contrast to the ‘retrograde’ approach of ERCP route.55 In EACP, by EUS-guided puncture of
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**Fig.-9:** A pancreatic pseudocyst. The FNA needle is seen passing from the gastric wall into the cyst under EUS guidance. It allows fluid aspiration and stent insertion.

**Fig.-10:** The insertion of a metallic stent over guidewires from the stomach into the pseudocyst to allow drainage of the cyst into the stomach (cystogastrostomy) under EUS guidance.
a dilated pancreatic or biliary duct system, passage of a guidewire and insertion of a trans-duodenal or trans-gastric stent offers cholangio pancreatic drainage and can obviate the need for percutaneous drainage.

**Advantage of Endoscopic Ultrasound**

Since the development of endoscopic ultrasound, many symposia and studies have evaluated the application of the EUS technique in clinical practice. In traditional ultrasound a transducer is placed on the skin distantly overlying the organs of interest. In EUS because of the proximity of the EUS transducer to the organ(s) of interest, the images obtained are of high quality and more accurate than the ones obtained by traditional ultrasound. EUS has been shown to be superior to routine abdominal ultrasound, barium studies, CAT scans and even MRI scans for evaluating GI cancers and lesions that are below the mucosal surface. It can give detail information about the layers of the intestinal wall as well as adjacent structures such as lymph nodes and the blood vessels, often otherwise obtainable only by CT, MRI or even surgical intervention.

**Limitations of Endoscopic Ultrasound**

Present limitations of endoscopic ultrasound include:

1. Optimal focal range of 4 cm only.
2. Features of various pancreatic diseases and lymph nodes can appear similar and criteria to distinguish diseases overlap. At present differentiation of focal chronic pancreatitis from carcinoma is also difficult.56
3. Higher cost of the instrument and lack of expertise limits its widespread use though EUS guided fine needle aspiration (FNA) is the least costly staging strategy in the workup of patients with nonmetastatic pancreatic head adenocarcinoma; primarily because of confirmation of nonperitumoral lymph node involvement avoiding unnecessary surgery.57

**Complications**

EUS is safe and well tolerated but no procedure is without risk. Complication rate for EUS is about one in two thousand, similar to other endoscopy procedures.58 Sometimes, patients can develop reactions to the medications used during EUS. Perforation, the main complication of serious nature requiring surgical repair is quite rare. Complications occur more often when FNA is performed but are still uncomom (0.5-1.0%). Most complications occur during therapeutic applications which is between 1–2%.59 They include pancreatitis, infection (particularly for EUS-FNA of pancreatic cystic lesions), haemorrhage and duodenal perforation. Infections following FNA of solid lesions or lymph nodes are rare and prophylactic antibiotics are not recommended.60 If pancreatitis occurs it usually resolves spontaneously in a few days.

**Conclusion:**

At present EUS are utilized mostly for the diagnosis of gastrointestinal luminal and extraluminal diseases, staging of malignancies and limited number of therapeutic uses.. Expanding number of applicable therapeutic possibilities with accuracy and relative safety is making it cost-effective. If gastroenterologists of present time are not aware of the new frontier opened by EUS for future gastrointestinal intervention they will be lagging behind.. Equipment evoutions and improvements in image interpretation will overcome the present limitations hence further improving the contributory role of endoscopic ultrasound in near future.
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